
Lies, Damn Lies And Statistics

If, through the last decade, you had been watching the talk shows, perusing the 
documentaries, reading the magazines, and analyzing the political sites.

Well, maybe you had noticed?  
There had been increasing attention paid to a confusingly two-sided message.  With only 

a little effort you could, in fact, work your way through two apparently conflicting views 
repeatedly offered up by Civil Rights’ activists: concerned, truly liberal citizens doing their best 
to grasp the reason why, in years when so much proposed-as- benevolent and unprecedentedly 
expensive attention had been paid to a low-income public school reform – so many kids of color?

 Were still falling progressively behind.*
 Unhappy to criticize educational policies endorsed by our nation’s so importantly first 

non-White President, Civil Rights’ activists could often be heard to spout the requisite, although 
perhaps not fully understood, dogma: My! But haven’t the compassionate testing policies of No 
Child Left Behind and an even more exacting Race To The Top – well, my, but haven’t these 
programs helped our nation to take notice of, and focus our attention upon, typically ignored and 
too often academically short-shrifted minority children.  

How truly wonderful, you might hear concerned citizens suggest, to have this important 
reform-based statistical proof that poor and often minority children struggle.  How useful to 
physically see the repeatedly collected evidence that – in our society?  

So many kids of color were not actually progressing and finding a social equity.  
I mean, my. 
Who would’ve guessed this to be true before the instigation of a no-excuses statistical 

reform.
However.
Well, lately more and more.  
Confused activists couldn’t quite put a finger on it, but still, something was pretty 

seriously wrong.  Something wasn’t ringing true with all of this so-called benevolent, kid-
centered testing.  Maybe kids were, a few theorists kept suggesting (now be careful, here; this is 
truly heretic’s logic and might shock you): Well, maybe kids were more than test scores.  Maybe 
more than by-the-third-grade statistically proven failures hell bent on spending entire lives in 
prison.†

Huh. 
See how conflicting, how contradictory, this was?  
If, on one hand, we jumped up, ready to extend an unquestioned advocacy for the 

ongoing production of an aggressively collected statistical evidence, as our professed-liberal 
President and his so many non-poor, non-educator-experienced, privileged-class reform cronies 
kept telling us that we should; if we continued to pat ourselves and our leaders on the back for 
not only thinking up, but then so assertively instigating all of these über-modern, competition-
financed, reform-dependent, no-excuses, test-score-based interventions.

But, then.  
Well – if, on the other hand?  
If, on the other hand, we turned around to realize that (seeing it with an increasing clarity) 

what all of this fanatic obsession with a data-based test-score/merit-pay reform was actually 
doing?  Was allowing an alarmingly conservative, privileged-class push toward the detached 



isolating, labeling, segregating and disregarding – even low-life-forever branding and 
imprisoning – of unwanted children.º

Well, hell.  
What to do, what to do, what to do.
Faces got pinched up; eyes narrowed; foreheads creased. 
Struggling to first identify, and then decisively isolate, the multiple innovative elements 

now juxtapositionally entangled inside an ever more complicated reform – elements which had 
become both intricately and symbiotically knotted together inside long year after long year of a 
proclaimed-as-charitable testing – advocates fought their way through the conservative-
government-created, change-platform-liberal-government-adopted, more-than-a-decade long-
smoke-screen-protected chaos.  Pushing to unmask truth behind long years of a theoretically 
democratic action, concerned citizens strove first to see, and then fully absorb, the chilling reality 
which could be found lurking behind the glittering, shimmering façade: 

The strategically generated separations of a cultural elitism which, for so many long years 
now, had so cleverly underpinned the statistics-segregating, social-class-dividing laws of a 
groundbreakingly “benevolent” educational accountability.

*Time and again pro-reformers have argued that over the past decade an unprecedented amount of money has been 
directed toward education; the fact that this massive amount of money has been spent – and not in how it has been 
spent – is evidently sufficient proof that the need to throw additionally massive disbursements at the exact same 
problem continues to exist. 

†Hounded on the subject of test-score invasions, as avid reformers (including the President) now find it politic to 
state that “education is more than filling in bubbles on a test” – the dangerous truth lies in the fact that as value-
added, test-score-dependent, computer-company-generated VAM evaluation practices gain popularity even as 
teachers are pushed away from“teaching to the test,” the remunerative cycle of a teacher-blaming reform will 
simply gain momentum.  

ºDon’t run and hide from it: It has become both frighteningly and unavoidably documented that in too many states a 
shocking number of children – some as young as ten – have, for more than a decade, now, been funneled in the name 
of an educational “reform” directly from in-school offenses into our ever more convenient lineup of detention 
centers.  (One facet of this phenomenon has even been very particularly documented under the heading Kids For 
Cash.) 


